
A Wild Portfolio ...

Hoppy Buzz®
Delicate fruitiness with hints of hops that 
yields to a pleasantly perfumed finish, 
punctuated by notes of orange & anise.

Mango Ginger
An exotic elixir  composed of earthy 
ginger undertones blossoming into 
luscious Indian mangoes. 

Raspberry Goji Rose
Raspberry tartness coupled with floral notes 
throughout, finished with a thin zip of goji
berry, creating an aromatic flavor.

WILD lovers spoke and Wild Tonic® 
listened!  Now, on the heels of our 
latest 7.6% ABV Hard Jun-Kombucha 
product launch, Wild Tonic® is 
releasing a shelf-stable Hard Jun 
Kombucha.  Hoppy Buzz®, Mango 
Ginger & Raspberry Goji Rose will be 
among the smooth, subtle, and 
sophisticated ferments available in 
new, convenient, grab & go 12 oz. 
four-packs.  Why not share your 
WILD love™ with family and friends 
old & new?  BEE the life of the party 
and bring some Wild Tonic® 5.6% 
ABV Hard Jun Kombucha to your 
next gathering!

5.6 % ABV Hard Jun-Kombucha 

Gluten Free 

Made with Honey

Available Sizes: 12 oz. (4) Packs

Case = 4 / 4 Packs

SRP: $19.99

Must be stored at 35 - 65 degrees while at distribution warehouse with wine or other Kombucha. Upon delivery to retailer product can be side 
stacked in store or put with wines on shelf at room temperature. This is shelf stable, but has a longer shelf life when stored cold. It must be treated 
like a fine wine and kept in cooler environments for optimal shelf life and flavor.
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Sweet & Innocent
2-3 fresh raspberries
1 oz.  rose syrup
.5 oz. yuzu sour
.75 oz. fresh lemon juice
1.25 oz. gin (citrus-forward)
1-2 oz. Wild Tonic® Raspberry Goji Rose 

5.6% ABV

Muddle raspberries with rose syrup in mixing 
glass.  Add yuzu, lemon juice, and gin.  Fill with 
ice, shake, and double strain into coupe or 
specialty glassware.  Finish with Wild Tonic® 
Raspberry Goji Rose.  Garnish with edible flower 
or raspberry on a pick.

Photo & Recipe Credit:  Jehrome Thigpen – Mixologist

Mix  It Up …

Or serve 

straight up

8-10 oz. 

pours

Mango Moscow Mule
2 oz vodka
½ oz lime juice
6 oz Mango Ginger 5.6% Wild Tonic Hard 
Jun Kombucha

Squueze lime juice into a Collins jar or 
Moscow Mule mug. Add 2-3 ice cubes and 
pour in the vodka. Fill the remainder of the 
mug with Wild Tonic Mango Ginger Jun 
Kombucha. 
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